“Grand-Daughter of the Riveter”
By Russell Knudsen

Born in the USA.

Delivered from a freedom fighter’s womb.

Grand-Mother was a Rosie.

Riveter Muscle!
American Strong!

Forged from Steel!
Iron Tough with Heart!

Primitive like the Wild Mustang

All Avenues of America…..Her Domain!

Boulevards, Dark Alleys, Underground Pubs

4th of July……….. Festival’s of Light!

Pathways Unknown…..Fearless….”I’ll take this one”

“American Brothers and Sisters!
Black, White, Rich, Poor!
I walk with all of you! We’re gettin’ better!

“I’m A Freedom Walker……I’m A Freedom Talker

Beautiful, Proud, Sexy as Hell, Courageous!
“I’m The Grand-Daughter of Rosie the Riveter!”